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SUMMARY Variable Block Size Motion Estimation (VBSME) costs
a lot of computation during video coding. Search range reduction algo-
rithm is widely used to reduce computational cost of motion estimation.
Current VBSME designs are not suitable for this algorithm. This paper
proposes a reconfigurable design of VBSME which can be efficiently used
with search range reduction algorithm. While using proposed design, n×m
reference MBs form an MB array which can be processed in parallel. n
and m can be configured according to the new search range shape calcu-
lated by algorithm. In this way, the parallelism of proposed design is very
flexible and can be adapted to any search range shape. The hardware re-
source is also fully used while performing VBSME. There are two primary
reconfigurable modules in this design: PEGA (PE Group Array) and SAD
comparator. By using TSMC 0.18 µm standard cell library, the implemen-
tation results show that the hardware cost of design which uses 16 PEGs
(PE Groups) is about 179 K Gates, the clock frequency is 167 MHz.
key words: reconfigurable, VBSME, search range reduction, H.264

1. Introduction

H.264 is the latest international video coding standard. It
is also known as MPEG-4 part 10, or AVC (for Advanced
Video Coding). It is jointly written by the ITU-T Video
Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving P
icture Experts Group (MPEG) [1]. H.264 contains a number
of new features that make it to compress video much more
effectively than previous standards and to provide more flex-
ibility for application to a wide variety of network environ-
ments.

Variable Block Size Motion Estimation (VBSME) is a
key feature in H.264, which enables very precise segmenta-
tion of moving regions [2], [4]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, there
are 7 block sizes in H.264, including 16× 16, 16× 8, 8× 16,
8×8, 8×4, 4×8, and 4×4. Hence, the coding performance
is greatly improved [3], [4].

VBSME achieves higher compression ratio. However,
the computational cost is very huge. The procedure of VB-
SME is:

Firstly, all of the blocks listed in Fig. 1 are processed
by using sum of absolute differences (SAD) algorithm:

SAD(m, n) =
N∑

j=1

M∑
i=1

|cur(i, j)−ref (i+m, j+n)|,

−P≤m, n<P (1)
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Fig. 1 Variable block size in H.264.

where cur(i, j) and ref (i, j) are pixel value in current MB
(Macro Block) and reference MB. P is search range, (m, n)
is one of search candidates in the search range. After pro-
cessing all of the blocks, the SADs of 41 blocks in one MB
are calculated. Secondly, after all of search candidates are
processed, the search candidate which has the smallest SAD
is selected as the motion vector of current MB, and the sub-
blocks partition mode is selected as MB partition mode.

In order to accelerate the speed of VBSME, there are
two approaches: 1) Reduce search candidates. 2) Parallelize
computation of SAD algorithm. A lot of VBSME archi-
tectures have been proposed. However, almost all of these
architectures focus on parallelize computation in full search
range, and few of them consider about reduced search range.

In this paper, a reconfigurable VBSME architecture
which is designed for search range reduction algorithm is
proposed. The purpose of this design is to achieve low-
power high-speed motion estimation through improving the
hardware utilization and efficiency while using search range
reduction algorithm. The procedure of this new VBSME
engine is: Firstly, reducing original search range to a small
range by using search range reduction algorithm. Secondly,
configuring PEGA (PE Group Array) and SAD comparator
based on the shape of new search range. Finally, perform-
ing VBSME by using new search range, configured PEGA
and configured SAD comparator. Thus, there are two con-
figurable modules in this architecture: 1) Reconfigurable
PEGA. 2) Reconfigurable SAD comparator.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Search
range reduction algorithm is introduced in Sect. 2. The ex-
isting Vertical-parallel and Horizontal-parallel VBSME ar-
chitectures are introduced in Sect. 3. The proposed recon-
figurable VBSME design is presented in Sect. 4. The ex-
perimental results and comparison are presented in Sect. 5.
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Finally, conclusion is given in Sect. 6.

2. Search Range Reduction Algorithm

In order to reduce the computational cost of motion estima-
tion, search range reduction algorithm is a popular way to
reduce search candidates.

Figure 2 illustrates the search range reduction algo-
rithm used with motion estimation in JM Software [7]. The
detailed procedure is listed as follows:

Step 1). Set MVP
MVP means motion vector prediction. It is a motion

vector between original position of current MB and the start
search candidate in reference frame. The MVP can be cal-
culated by the neighboring MBs which around current MB.

MVP = median(MV A, MV B, MV C) (2)

For Hardware oriented motion estimation algorithm,
all of blocks (from 16 × 16 to 4 × 4) share the same MVP.

Step 2). Set Search Range
The original search range is a square with fixed-size

around the start search candidate. By using search range
reduction algorithm, the new search range with rectangular
shape can be calculated.

Step 3). Perform VBSME within New Search Range
After the start search candidate and new search range

be decided, the VBSME can be performed by hardware pro-
cessing elements (PEs).

There are a lot of search range reduction algorithms,
software oriented algorithms update search range for every
sub-blocks in MB. Hardware oriented algorithms only use
one search range for all of sub-blocks. Most of the search
range reduction algorithms are software oriented algorithm.
For hardware oriented algorithm, two experimental algo-
rithms are introduced as below:

Algorithm: Hardware oriented search range reduction
algorithm.

If (two of [MV A, MV B, MV C] are unavailable)
New Search Range = Original Search Range;

Fig. 2 Search range reduction algorithm used with VBSME in H.264.

Else {
mv max= max(|mv a|, |mv b|, |mv c|);
mv sum= |mv a| + |mv b| + |mv c|;
if (mv sum == 0)

small range = (Original Search Range + 4)� 3;
else if (mv sum > 3)

small range = (Original Search Range + 2)� 2;
else

small range = (3*Original Search Range+8)� 4;
if (max(SAD a, SAD b, SAD c) > Threshold)

search range1 = Original Search Range;
else

search range1=min(Original Search Range,
max(small range, mv max� 1));

search range2=min(Original Search Range, mv max);
}

Algorithm 1: New Search Range = search range1
Algorithm 2: New Search Range = search range2

There are two algorithms listed above. Algorithm 1
[6], [7] is original search range reduction algorithm in JM
software. Algorithm 2 is a new algorithm proposed in this
paper. It produces smaller search range than algorithm 1.
All of the search ranges produced by these two algorithms
are rectangular shape. More details about this algorithm can
be found in Ref. [6], [7].

3. Parallel VBSME Architectures Overview

The up-to-date parallel VBSME architectures can be clas-
sified into two types: Horizontal-parallel architecture and
Vertical-parallel architecture. The brief introduction of
these two kinds of architectures is listed as follows.

3.1 Horizontal-Parallel Architecture

The horizontal-parallel architecture is shown in Fig. 3(a). It
is proposed by Song and Liu in [8] and [9]. This architecture
uses n PEGs (PE groups) in a horizontal line. Each PEG
processes 1 reference MB. In this way, n reference MB in
horizontal direction can be processed in parallel.

As shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3 d.2), ith row of current
MB (Grey part in Fig. 3 d.1)) and jth row of reference MB
(Grey part in Fig. 3 d.2)) are read from memory every clock
cycle. One row of current MB memory includes 16 pixels.
One row of reference frame memory contains n + 15 pixels,
which includes n reference MB rows. For example, pixel
[1:16] is a row of reference MB 1, pixel [2:17] is a row of
MB 2. Each PEG loads one row of current MB and one row
of reference MB. Totally, n PEGs process n reference MBs
in parallel.

3.2 Vertical-Parallel Architecture

The vertical-parallel architecture is shown in Fig. 3(b). It is
proposed by Chen in [10]. The PEGs are placed in a vertical
line. The current MB data is propagated stage by stage along
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3 Existing VBSME architectures. (a) Horizontal-parallel architecture. (b) Vertical-parallel ar-
chitecture. (c) PEG architecture. (d) Parallelism of two architectures. d.1) current MB. d.2) Horizontal
MBs computed in parallel. d.3) Vertical MBs computed in parallel.

with PEGs in vertical direction. The reference MB’s data is
broadcasted to all of the PEGs simultaneously. In this way,
16 reference MBs in vertical direction can be processed in
parallel.

Figure 3 d.3) illustrates the vertical MBs parallel com-
puting. As current MB is propagated along with PEGs in
vertical direction, each PEG has different row of current
MB. For example, PEG 1 has the first row of current MB.
PEG 2 has the second row of current MB. While jth row
of reference MB is loaded in each PEG, the computation is
done between 16 rows of current MB with jth row of ref-
erence MB. It is equal to jth row of current MB computed
with 16 rows of reference MBs. As shown in Fig. 3 d.3), 16
rows of reference MBs can be processed simultaneously.

3.3 Discussion of Search Range Reduction Algorithm
Used with Current VBSME Architectures

The VBSME architectures discussed in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2
are fixed data path architecture. All of the PEGs are con-
nected through hard wire. As a result, the parallelism of
motion estimation is also fixed. For example, the horizontal-
parallel architecture only supports parallel computation of n
horizontal MBs, and the vertical-parallel architecture only
supports parallel computation of n vertical MBs. This fixed
parallelism causes problems while using search range reduc-
tion algorithm.

As introduced in Sect. 2. Search range reduction al-
gorithm reduces the original square large search range to
a rectangular small range. This new rectangular search

Fig. 4 Current VBSME architectures used with search range reduction
algorithm.

range has two different basic shapes: 1) Width<Height.
2) Width>Height. While using different architectures with
these two shapes, it comes out different effect.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, different architectures used with
different search range shapes are listed. There are two con-
clusions can be made:

1) For horizontal-parallel architecture: Because the paral-
lelism of this architecture is horizontal, the hardware uti-
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lization for search range whose Width>Height is much
higher than Width<Height. As illustrated in the figure,
while search range is Width<Height, parts of PEGs are
out of search range. They can’t be used while performing
VBSME.

2) For vertical-parallel architecture: This architecture is
much more suitable for Width<Height search range.
While search range is Width>Height, parts of PEGs are
out of search range.

Since almost all of the current VBSME architectures
are fixed architecture. The parallelism of these architectures
is either horizontal or vertical. However, the search range
reduction algorithm produces flexible search range shape.
The current VBSME architecture is not suitable for flexible
search range. A new flexible VBSME architecture which
can provide parallelism in both of vertical and horizontal
direction is needed for search range reduction algorithm.

4. Proposed Reconfigurable Architecture of VBSME

In order to improve the flexibility of VBSME hardware im-
plementation and provides dual-directional parallelism, a re-
configurable design of VBSME is proposed in this paper.

4.1 Reconfigurable Architecture for VBSME

As shown in Fig. 5(a), n × m PEGs (PE Groups) make up
a n × m PEGA (PE Groups Array). REG (Register) in left
part is used to support vertical parallelism like Fig. 3(b). A
unique SAD comparator is used to process SADs from all
of PEGs. The PEGA can parallel process multiple refer-
ence MBs both in horizontal direction and vertical direction.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Proposed reconfigurable design of VBSME. (a) Reconfigurable architecture for VBSME.
(b) Parallelism in horizontal and vertical direction.

As shown in Fig. 5(b), while using n × m PEGA, ith row of
current MB can be parallel computed with n rows of refer-
ence search area (from jth row to j + n − 1th row), and ev-
ery rows in reference search area contains m reference MB
rows. Thus, totally n × m reference MBs can be processed
in parallel.

Different from all of existing VBSME design, the
PEGA in this paper is not fixed. It can be configured to
different structures by adjusting n and m. The SAD com-
parator module also can be configured to adapt to PEGA
structures. While using different n and m to configure the
PEGA, the various size of parallelized reference MBs ar-
ray can be achieved. For example, while n = 2, m = 8,
the PEGA structure is 2 × 8. Thus, 2 × 8 reference MBs
can be processed in parallel. In this way, the reconfigurable
architecture can be very efficiently used with search range
reduction algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 6, the reconfigurable architecture sup-
ports different search range shapes very efficiently. For ex-
ample, while the search range is Width<Height, the PEGA
can be configured to n > m. All of the parallel computed
reference MBs locates within the search range. In this way,
all of the PEGs can be used simultaneously while perform-
ing VBSME. The hardware utilization is much higher than
other architectures.

4.2 New Procedure of VBSME

While using proposed reconfigurable VBSME design and
search range reduction algorithm, the procedure of VBSME
should be modified as follows:
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Step 1). Set MVP,
Step 2). Set New Search Range,
Step 3). Configure PEGA based on new search range,
Step 4). Perform VBSME by using new search range and

specific PEGA structure.

4.3 Sub-Modules Design

A). PEG
The design of PEG is shown in Fig. 7(a). The inputs

of this module are one row of current MB (16 pixels) and
one row of reference MB (16 pixels). The outputs are sub-
blocks’ SAD values. As shown in the figure, there are three
levels of register banks: 4 × 4 SAD registers, 4 × 8 SAD
registers and 8 × 16 SAD registers. The other SADs can be
generated by these three register banks. For example, 8 × 4

Fig. 6 Reconfigurable VBSME architecture used with search range
reduction algorithm.

(a) PE Group (b) SAD Comparator

Fig. 7 Sub-module’s design. (a) PEG structure. (b) Reconfigurable SAD comparator.

SAD can be calculated by adding two 4 × 4 SAD registers.
The updating of these three level register banks is different:
4 × 4 SAD registers are updated every 4 clock cycles, 4 × 8
SAD registers are updated every 8 clock cycles and 8 × 16
registers are updated every 16 clock cycles.

B). SAD Comparator
In order to reuse SAD comparator module by different

PEGA structures, the SAD comparator is also configurable.
The design and configuration of SAD comparator depend on
the number of PEGs and structure of PEGA.

As shown in Fig. 7(b), there are three kinds of SAD
comparators: 4-in SAD comparator, 2-in SAD comparator
and 1-in SAD comparator. 4-in SAD comparator has three
configurations: one 4-SADs comparator (config.a), two 2-
SADs comparators (config.b) and four 1-SAD comparators
(config.c). 2-in SAD comparator has two configurations:
one 2-SADs comparator (config.a), two 1-SAD comparators
(config.b). The configurations of these comparators depend
on the data flows of VBSME.

4.4 Dataflow

Figure 8 shows the data flow of reconfigurable VBSME. The
circles in this figure represent the SADs with same types.
Each circle (or SADs) belongs to different search point, and
it is produced by different PEG in PEGA. The vertical or-
dinate represents clock cycles consumed in VBSME. The
horizontal ordinate counters the number of SADs produced
simultaneously by PEGA.

From this figure, we can see that SADs are produced
block by block, and the block size is n × m, same as the
size of PEGA. The delay cycles between two SADs block
depend on the SAD types. As discussed in Sect. 4.3A), 4×4
SAD and 8 × 4 SAD are output every 4 clock cycles. Thus,
the delay cycles for 4×4 SAD and 8×8 SAD in data flow are
4 clock cycles. In the same way, the delay cycles for 4 × 8,
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Table 1 Experimental results. (H.264 baseline profile, 1 reference frame, JM11,0, QCIF@IPPP. . . ).

Fig. 8 Data flow.

8× 8 and 16× 8 SADs are 8 clock cycles, and for 8× 16 and
16 × 16 SADs are 16 cycles.

Normally, m SADs (one row) with same type are out-
put in the same clock cycle. However, for some special
cases, multiple SADs blocks will overlap. Thus, multiple
rows of SADs are output from PEGA in these overlapped
cycles. For example, at jth clock cycle in Fig. 8, two SADs
block overlapped, so 2 × m SADs are output from PEGA.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1 Experimental Implementation of Reconfigurable VB-
SME

In experimental VBSME implementation, we use 16 PEGs
to implement PEGA (n × m equals 16). There are 5 struc-
tures of PEGA: 1× 16, 2× 8, 4× 4, 8× 2 and 16× 1. As dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.4, there are 5 data flows corresponding to
these 5 structures. Each data flow has different parallelism,
and the SADs block also inherits 5 shapes: 1 × 16, 2 × 8,
4 × 4, 8 × 2 and 16 × 1.

The SAD comparator highly depends on PEGA struc-
tures. In this experiment, we use four 4-in SAD comparators

Table 2 PEGA structures and SAD comparator configurations.

for 4 × 4 SADs, two 4-in SAD comparators for 4 × 8 SADs,
four 2-in SAD comparators for 4 × 8 SADs, two 2-in SAD
comparators for 8 × 8 SADs, one 2-in SAD comparator for
16 × 8 SADs, two 1-in SAD comparators for 8 × 16 SADs
and one 1-in SAD comparator for 16 × 16 SADs. The re-
lationship between PEGA structures and SAD comparator
configurations are listed in Table 2.

5.2 Search Range Reduction Algorithm Evaluation

The performance of search range reduction algorithms is
listed in Table 1. There are two algorithms listed in this
table. The search range is reduced much smaller by using
algorithm 2 than Algorithm 1. The total computational cost
of algorithm 2 is lower than algorithm 1. However, The
PSNR (Peak signal-to-noise) drop and Bit-rate increment of
algorithm 2 is worse than algorithm 1.

For fairly comparing, we use Fast Full search algorithm
in JM11, because fast full search algorithm uses one search
range for all sub-blocks in one MB, same as hardware-
oriented search range reduction algorithm. From the ta-
ble, the video quality is not reduced very much. Especially
for algorithm 1, the video quality is almost as same as full
search.

The average search range is presented as P × Q. The
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Table 3 Implementation and comparison.

meaning is the x-ordinate of search range is [−P, P], and the
y-ordinate of search range is [−Q, Q]. The reduced compu-
tational cost can be calculated by Eq. (3).

Computational CostReduced

=

(
1 − P × Q

Original search range

)
× 100% (3)

The original search range is typically set to 16 × 16 for
QCIF sequence. From Table 1, we can see that the com-
putational cost is greatly reduced by search range reduction
algorithm.

As a conclusion, Search range reduction algorithm can
greatly reduce the computational cost with little PSNR drop.
It is very useful for fast motion estimation. Different algo-
rithms have different ability to reduce search range, and also
produce different PSNR drop. Algorithm 1 and 2 are ex-
amples to show the effectiveness of search range reduction
algorithm. Some new algorithms can be proposed to balance
the computational cost and PSNR drop.

5.3 Proposed Reconfigurable VBSME Evaluation and
Comparison

The hardware utilizations of horizontal-parallel architecture,
vertical-parallel architecture and proposed reconfigurable
architecture are listed in Table 1. The definition of hardware
utilization is:

Hardware Utilization =
Used PEGs
Total PEGs

× 100% (4)

The used PEGs are decided by reduced search range. As
discussed in Sect. 3.3, while the parallel processed reference
MBs are out of search range, part of PEGs can’t be used
while doing VBSME. For fairly comparing, we use 16 PEGs
for all of architectures.

We use four video sequences with different motion con-
tent to do comparison. Container is an almost still video se-
quence. Bus has intensive motion in horizontal direction.
Forman is an irregular moving sequence. Football is se-
quence with violent motion. From the table, the hardware
utilization of horizontal-parallel and vertical-parallel archi-
tectures are much lower than reconfigurable architecture, es-
pecially for some sequences with special motion or irregular
motion. Because such kinds of motion result in very narrow
search range, lots of PEGs can’t be used in fixed VBSME
architecture.

5.4 ASIC Implementation and Comparison

Using TSMC 0.18 µm CMOS standard cell library and
Sysnopsys Design Compiler Tools, the ASIC implementa-
tion results and comparison are shown in Table 3. The total
hardware cost for our design is 179K Gates, and the fre-
quency is 167 MHz. Song and Liu’s design in [8] and [9] are
horizontal-parallel VBSME architecture which uses 8 and
16 PEGs. Chen’s design in [10] is vertical-parallel VBSME
architecture which uses 16 PEGs. The hardware cost listed
in the table includes PEGs and SAD comparator cost, and
doesn’t include Memory cost. Chen’s design in [10] didn’t
include SAD comparator.

Compared with others’ design, our design achieves
high hardware utilization while using search range reduc-
tion algorithm. Since the search range reduction algorithm
greatly reduces the computational cost. Our design needn’t
very high frequency.

5.5 Processing Capability

The processing capability of proposed design is shown in
Eqs. (5) and (6).

NUMCLK =
S × R
N × U

× 16 (clk/MB) (5)

Equation (5) calculates the number of clock cycles con-
sumed for one current MB’s motion estimation. S is search
range size. R is average search range reduced rate which de-
pends on search range reduction algorithm. N is number of
PEGs. U is hardware utilization of PEGA.

Processing Capability =
F

NUMCLK

=
F × N × U
S × R × 16

(MBs/s) (6)

Equation (6) calculates the number of processed Current
MBs in one second. F is working frequency for motion es-
timation. From Eq. (6), it can be seen that:

1) Under the same working condition (Same F, N, S , R),
because the reconfigurable design achieves high U, the
processing capability is higher than fixed architecture de-
signs.

2) Under the same processing capability, the reconfigurable
design can decrease the working frequency to achieve
low-power computation.

5.6 Video Resolution Vs. Hardware Utilization

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our architecture for
different video resolutions, the search range reduction algo-
rithm 2 is performed to CIF sequence in this experiment.

Table 4 shows the PSNR and Bit-rate comparison of
search range reduction algorithm with Fast Full search al-
gorithm. The result is good for CIF sequence to use search
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Table 4 Experimental results, CIF@IPPP. . .

Fig. 9 Hardware utilization for QCIF and CIF. (Search range reduction
algorithm 2 is used).

range reduction algorithm.
The comparison of hardware utilization of QCIF and

CIF sequences are shown in Fig. 9. For QCIF sequence, the
original search range is set to 16 × 16. For CIF sequence,
the original search range is set to 32 × 32. From this figure,
our reconfigurable design also outperforms Horizontal and
Vertical design.

There is an interesting thing in this figure. For CIF se-
quence, while using search range reduction algorithm 2, the
hardware utilization is reduced. The reason is that CIF is
larger than QCIF, every MB in CIF becomes flat compared
to QCIF. As a result, much smaller MVDs are produced.
While using algorithm 2, these small MVDs produce small
search range, and finally reduce the hardware utilization.
If using different research range reduction algorithms, the
things will be different.

As a conclusion, hardware utilization highly depends
on search range reduction algorithm. Under the same algo-
rithm, hardware utilization is also high related to video res-
olution. Unless the utilization for Horizontal and Vertical
design becomes 100%, the performance of reconfigurable
design will outperform both of Horizontal and Vertical de-
sign.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a reconfigurable design for VB-
SME. This design provides flexible parallelism of motion
estimation both in horizontal and vertical direction. The
experimental results show that this design can be very ef-
ficiently used with search range reduction algorithm. The
hardware utilization of this design is much higher than cur-
rent VBSME designs. The proposed reconfigurable VB-
SME design is very suitable to be used in low-power video

coding system.
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